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Background



Background: Spin in Table Tennis

- Very dynamic sport
- Players utilize the concept of spin to gain an 

advantage
- Spin caused by friction between ball and paddle
- Spin:

- Changes path of ball
- Changes how opponent must return ball



Background: Our Problem
We wanted to develop an algorithm that can predict what spin was applied to a ping 
pong ball after it has been hit.

Tasks:

- Train a neural network to recognize a ping pong ball
- Track ball using video
- Follow path of ball
- Classify the spin of the ball based on trajectory

- Ex. top spin, back spin, side spin



Background: Project Applications
- Gathering statistics and information (Ex. Frequency of certain spins)

- Improving quality of replays
- Analyzing player playstyle
- Similar concept can be replicated in other sports

- Tennis 
- Soccer
- Pool
- Baseball
- Cricket



Data Generation



Data Generation: Recording Video

- iPhone camera
- Using 1080p at 60 FPS
- Around 20 minutes of footage
- Used different angles with                

varying distances

Ball



Data Generation: Extracting Frames from Video

- Converted video to individual frames
- Saved frames as JPG files in folder
- About 60 pictures per second of video



Data Generation: Forming Training Data

https://www.makesense.ai

- Manually placed bounding boxes around ball
- Exported boxes in .csv file

- X-coordinate of center, Y-coordinate of 
center, width of box, height of box

- Values above used for machine learning

https://www.makesense.ai


YOLO 



YOLO: Example



Spin Detection



Spin Detection: Theory
Ball Trajectory

- Exploits flight path and Magnus 
Force

- Will use polynomial regression



Spin Detection: Extracting 3D Coordinates
- Very crude approximation (because of time constraints)
- Extracting 3d coordinates from 2 camera angles



Spin Detection: Magnus Force



Spin Detection: Regression and Linear Systems



Spin Detection: Results



Next Steps



Next Steps
- Program that can trace 2D path of ball from different angles
- Done using center of bounding box for each frame
- 2-d path important for detecting spin



Questions?


